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READY 2 TRADE
a company overview

Alinia Art

Moldova
LADIES WEAR
TATIANA GOLOVICICHINA
MANAGER
+37 369 872 555

ALINIALINIA@GMAIL.COM
CHIŞINĂU
WWW.ALINABRADU.COM

About
Alina Bradu is a Moldovan company specialized in the
production of clothing, footwear and accessories, and is
also a member of the Association "From the heart". The
national brand "Alina Bradu" creates unique pieces in
national and ethno style with elements of national
embroidery and modern design.
"Alina Bradu" offers its customers a wide range of
blouses, skirts, shirts, dresses, coats and various
accessories. "Alina Bradu" also offers children's clothing
collections. The garments are comfortable, elegant,
made out of natural fabrics and complemented with
different types of embroidery. Clothes are produced for
any age category.
In one of our shops you will be able to find traditional
Moldovan blouses, stylized blouses, dresses and shirts
for the whole family.
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Etnika

Moldova
LADIES WEAR
VERONICA ARPINTIN
FOUNDER
VICTOR ARPINTIN
DIRECTOR
+37 369 049 007
ARPINTINVIKTOR@GMAIL.COM

CHIŞINĂU
WWW.ETNIKA.MD
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About
Etnika offers hand-embroidered accessories and
classic (shirt) and casual (t-shirts, sweatshirts).
Etnika clothes are well suited for modern life, they
are made of quality, durable and comfortable
fabrics. Ethnic accessories are created by folk
craftsmen, manually embroidered in small series
or in unique copies. Everything is handmade and
can be made according to the wishes of the
consumer.
Etnika wants to attract the young people of today
to the magic of cultural heritage. Join us and
promote with us the traditions of our nation and
all the treasures that our ancestors left us!
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Instacon

Moldova
WORK WEAR
ECATERINA GODOROJA
SALES & RETAIL MANAGER
+37 369 107 469
ECATERINA.GODOROJA@UNICODE.MD

CALASI

About
Unicode has a range of garments and footwear in
the workwear sector.
They produce and manufacture protective
clothing, clothing for medical personnel, for cooks,
for service personnel for both men and women.
Unicode wants to cater to as many workers as
possible and offers fast delivery. Next to that they
have embroidery services and print plot services.

WWW.UNICODE.MD
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Viomas Tex

Moldova
LADIES WEAR
VITALI VRABII
DIRECTOR GENERAL
+37 (0)79 071 919

INFO@PASSER.MD
CHIŞINĂU
WWW.PASSER.MD
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About
We know how important it is to choose a perfectly
fitting shirt. To make it not only beautiful and
feminine, but also comfortable. We love to create
just such shirts. We select new colors of fabrics and
make you happy with new and popular styles.
Passer produces elegant men's and women’s shirts
in Moldova. Passer shirts have next to elegance,
comfort, personality and an authentic style. Passer
wants to inspire people. The brand caters to
people with an active lifestyle, who want to feel
confident in their outfit, but also who prefer
refined comfort and take care of their image.
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Vistlinie

Moldova
LADIES WEAR
ANASTASIA CERNOPIOROVA
DESIGNER
+37 369 120 205

SV.VISTLINE@MAIL.RU
CHIŞINĂU

About
The brand "Vistline" was established in 2001 and
since then has specialized in making ladies' coats,
fabrics and high quality supplies.
The company produces spring, autumn and winter
coats, created in a huge variety of designs, a
variety of colors and prints, serving both as a
garment that aims to keep warm, as well as a
clothing item that defines the style, the elegance
and personality of the woman who wears it.

WWW.VISTLINE.MD
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Zivax Maxi

Moldova
KIDS WEAR
RODION IUTIŞ
DEVLOPMENT MANAGER
+37 369 835 975

RADU_ITS@YAHOO.COM
CHIŞINĂU
WWW.MAXIKIDS.MD
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About
The Maxikids brand is represented by the
company Zivax Maxi SRL, which has been
operating since 2012. Although we are a young
team, we successfully manage to be noticed
against the backdrop of increasing competition in
the economic market of the Republic of Moldova.
For children, clothing is an excellent way to
express their personality. The clothes must be
qualitative, resistant to the energetic pace of life of
each child and, last but not least, beautiful. They
need to motivate them to discover as much as
possible, to give them freedom in all discoveries.
Maxikids also wants to appeal to their parents
through quality and accessibility.
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Sophie Design

Moldova
BRIDAL | EVENING WEAR
ELENA ZBARNEA
CEO | DESIGNER
+37 360 009 700
ELENA.ZBARNEA@GMAIL.COM

CHIŞINĂU
WWW.SOPHIE.MD
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About
”Sophie” is a fashion forward brand of incredible
light and comfortable bridal and evening gowns,
crafted with passion, dedication and great
attention to every single little detail. The design
studio opened its doors in 2012 and for the last 6
years, hundreds of custom made dresses have
made their way into the world.
Elena Zbârnea is the designer and the owner of the
brand. With a prominent cultural heritage, growing
up in an artistic environment, her father being a
remarkable painter, the aesthetic sense instilled in
the designer’s genes evolved naturally. Her skill
and passion for art developed from early
childhood, with over 12 years of professional art
and fashion design blossoming into a career that
led her to create her own brand.
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Allert & Co

Moldova
LADIES WEAR

About
The "Julia Allert" brand has entered the local

IULIA ALLERT

fashion market as a cry of rebellion against the

GENERAL MANAGER | DESIGNER
| OWNER
+37 379 808 056
IULIAALLERT@GMAIL.COM

mood, of the serial product, often and strident.
With the slogan "Beaking the rules", the brand has
managed to break the patterns, put the
personality first in order to be appreciated and
successful.

CHIŞINĂU

The spirit of Julia Allert's style is like a controlled

WWW.JULIAALLERT.COM

indifference.

explosion, a creative chaos, not an anarchy and

"Julia

Allert"

invests

not

only

in

brand

development and profit growth, but also in
projects with a social impact.
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Premiera Donna

Moldova
LADIES WEAR
GALINA GAVRILENCO
DIRECTOR
ANA GAVRILENCO
MANAGER
+37 323 127 560
PREMIERA.DONNA@PANDV.COM.PL

BĂLŢI
WWW.PREMIERADONA.COM

READY 2 TRADE

About
Premiera Dnona is a Moldovan brand and creates
clothes for women for over 10 years. The company
has a large team of highly skilled craftsmen:
designers, cutters, sewing professionals. These
people develop and implement the ideas of
unique items of women's clothing. All based on
global fashion trends.
Clothing of Premiera Donna is the choice for an
independent, active lifestyle. The harmonious play
of classics and novelty, combined with practicality
and versatility, allows you to create an image of a
dynamic, successful and confident woman who
always knows what she wants in life and knows
how to achieve it.
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Coralav-Lux

Moldova
BRIDAL | EVENING WEAR
EVELINA TCACIUC
PATTERN MANAGER
+37 369 059 699
ILET_COLLECTION@GMAIL.COM

BĂLŢI
WWW.ILETTE.EU
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About
The firm “Ilette” was founded in Moldova in 2003,
the type of activity of our company is the tailoring
of wedding and evening outfits. Over the past few
year we have gained the attention of customers
from Russia, Ukraine, Poland and other European
countries, thanks to the high quality level and a
wide range of items, both wedding and evening
dresses.
Since our goal is quality and range, we purchase
fabrics in Turkey and the Emirates. Our factory is
equipped with German equipment from “Durkopp
Adler”, “Mayer”, “Pfaf” and Japanese “Pegas”
overlocks. At the moment, the firm “Ilette” can be
called a growing company, we are planning to
expand our capabilities.
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Mobile

Moldova
LADIES WEAR
GEORGETA MIR
DESIGNER | GENERAL MANAGER

+37 368 509 888

FASHION@MOBA.MD
CHIŞINĂU
WWW.GEORGETTE.EU
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About
After 10 years of painting school, when she was
only 15, Georgeta decided she wanted to do
costume design, so she started tailoring lessons
and then went on to study at London College of
Fashion. In 2010, the Georgette brand was born.
In the beginning, dresses with the label
"Georgette", tailored perfectly from natural fabrics,
were only sold through small retailers. After a hard
work with her own brand and name, Georgetta
Mir, the charismatic brunette with MoldovanIndian roots, managed in a short time to get out of
the narrow patterns of the local clothing industry
and to become a sought-after designer. Now
Georgette dresses can be found in Romania,
Russia, Kazakhstan, Moldova and the United
Kingdom.
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Shram

Moldova
LADIES WEAR
TATIANA IURII SHRAM
FASHION DESIGNER
+37 369 149 336

ISHRAM_64@GMAIL.COM

About
"Shram" is a local Moldovan brand, manufacturer
of clothing for ladies - coats, dresses and suits.
Being a brand with a rich experience, Shram has
dressed generations in quality clothing.
The creations of the brand "Shram" are elegant,
made with devotion and are in accordance with
the traditions and knowledge acquired by the
company during the years of activity.

CHIŞINĂU
WWW.SHRAM.MD
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Velitextil-Plus

Moldova
KIDS WEAR
VERONICA PENTELEI
DIRECTOR
+37 322 684 59 222
VERONICAPENTELEI@RAMBLER.RU

CHIŞINĂU
WWW.VELITEXTIL.COM
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About
One of the brands of Verlitextil is "Crème Brûlée“,
which makes children's clothes, perfect for
ceremonies, walks and visits. The creator of the
brand Veronica Pentelei, from 2013 until now, opts
for the classic French style, with an allure of
romance and elegance.
The clothing is created with natural fabrics, with its
own design and exceptional quality. "Crème
Brûlée" reveals the perfect balance between
comfort, refinement and contemporary fashion.
Elegant dresses, shorts, skirts and suits - a vast
assortment that radiates grace, attitude and
refinement.
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Portavita

Moldova
LADIES WEAR

About
Portavita has devoted itself to clothes manufacturing.

LILIA RAGONAET
DIRECTOR

+37 3681 50004

INFO@PORTAVITA.MD
CHIŞINĂU
WWW.PORTAVITA.MD

By constantly updating technological equipment and
production processes, along with the training of
staff, our manufacturing units have achieved a
degree of efficiency.
Our main excellence consists of FOB, CM, CMT as well
as White Label and Private Label services.
PORTAVITA in present is on the production of high
quality garments, especially for women, but also
covers other market segments. Our main products
are dresses, blouses, shirts, trousers, skirts, shorts,
tops, jumpsuits, which we export to Europe.
In 2020, we have launched our own brand of ladies
blouses, Amarena Secret.
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Balunova Fashion Design Studio

Belarus
LADIES WEAR
EVGENIA SAVCHITS
DEPUTY DEVELOPMENT
DIRECTOR

LARYSA BALUNOVA
OWNER

+375 29 801 55 57
MARKETING@BALUNOVA.RU
BREST
WWW.BALUNOVA.BY

READY 2 TRADE

About
Balunova Fashion Design Studio is intellectual,
refined and laconic, embodying democratic ease in
combination
with
comfort.
The
brand
distinguishes by a selective approach to creating
its own unique style. For example by an unusual
adjusted cut, sensual lines, high-quality materials
and well-chosen colors for each season.
The main creator and inspirer of the brand of the
same name is a professional fashion designer Larysa Balunova. From the collection to the
collection, Larysa Balunova clearly adheres to a
single philosophy when creating clothes - this is an
opportunity to give each woman a feeling of
confidence and stability, to feel beautiful and
desired, and also to emphasize the beauty of her
inner world and individuality.
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Belarusachka

Belarus
LINGERIE
VIKTORIA MUZYCHENKO
HEAD OF SALES
+375 175 022 649
V.MUZYCHENKO@BELARUSACHKA.BY

MINSK
WWW.BELARUSACHKA.BY

About
The founders of the company, having many years
of experience in the industry, decided to organize
their own production of women's knitwear, and in
2005 the Belarusachka trademark was registered.
The company is constantly developing and
expanding. Today, production include a
department for the development of new fashion
collections, a department for the introduction of
created collections in mass production, a large
cutting shop and several sewing workshops,
supply and sales departments.
In April 2011, the first Belarusachka brand store
was opened in Minsk, and since then the retail
network of the company has been developing
constantly.
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Lakbi

Belarus
LADIES WEAR
LILYA TARAN
HEAD MARKETING DEPARTMENT
RUSLAN BALUNOU
CEO
+375 162 537 371
VED@LAKBI.COM
BREST
WWW.LAKBI.BY

About
Lakbi is:
Fashionable, original, freedom of expression,
designer clothes for a confident, active, successful
women who keeps up to date and loves to attract
attention with their impeccable style.
A combination of different textures, fashionable
colors, exclusive prints and decors, a perfect fit.
3 collections per year: Autumn-Winter, SpringSummer, Christmas. Each collection features more
than 100 items in various styles: casual, business,
outerwear and evening wear.
A new direction since 2018 - men's clothing
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Lea Lea

Belarus
LADIES WEAR
Liubov Etihova
ART DIRECTOR / OWNER
+375 298 276611

LEALEA.STUDIO@MAIL.RU
BREST
WWW.LEALEA.BY

About
In the world of global industrialization, the brand
Lea Lea is a conscious step in creating beautiful,
stylish and designer collections made with
infinitive love to the customer. Do what you love
and love what you do is the essential motto of our
design studio.
The studio Lea Lea is trying to reach perfection
when creating its collections, that’s why we pay so
much attention to the quality of the matorrals we
use. Our studio is run by professionals who have
bound their lives with fashion and design.
Lightness in perception of life, velocity of time and
desire for comfort find reflection in our collections.
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Nelva

Belarus
LADIES WEAR
YULIYA VARENIK
HEAD MARKETING DEPARTMENT
+375 291 770 701
I.RAHMANOVA@NELVA.BY
BREST

About
Nelva clothes reveals the style of a successful
woman as an integral part of her image, her
handwriting so to say.
The Nelva company was founded in 1998 after
which the brand has gained popularity and love of
many girls far beyond Belarus.
Today, the Nelva retail chain has more than 120
stores in Belarus, Russia, Ukraine, including the
company chain in Belarus and Moscow.

WWW.NELVA.BY
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Papilio & Alena Goretskaya

Belarus
BRIDAL | LADIES WEAR
ALIAKSANDER SLYSHLOU
DEPUTY DIRECTOR FOR
COMMERCE & SALES

+375 297 223 044
ALIA198@MAIL.RU
BREST
WWW.PAPILIODRESS.COM
WWW.ALENAGORETSKAYA.RU
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About
The uniqueness of the company lies in the variety
of styles of its products. Fashion house Papilio
produces several lines of women's clothing for
special occasions: luxurious wedding dresses,
evening dresses for social events and other
festivities; as well as several lines of elegant
women's clothing for everyday life.
Alena Goretskaya - designs clothes for a stylish
modern woman who perfectly feels fashion and
prefers quality and comfort.
Each brand collection reflects the most relevant
style trends of the season and at the same time,
there is a recognizable handwriting of the
designer, femininity and elegance.
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Condra Deluxe

Belarus
LADIES WEAR
OLGA KONDRATIUK
OWNER | CEO
+375 162 201 107

INFO@CONDRA.RU
BREST
WWW.CONDRA.RU

About
Condra deluxe is a Belarusian producer of
women's clothing of the highest quality.
For two decades, the Belarusian-Russian joint
venture Condra deluxe has been destroying myths
that budget items cannot look stylish.
Condra has all necessary documents and
certificates, compliance with legal requirements.
Condra works with pre-order system (at the CHV
exhibition) or on the actual availability. Minimum
wholesale purchase of 20 units.
Condra delivers a minimum of 30 units for free by
standard transport; Delivers in Belarus, Russia,
Kazakhstan, Ukraine.
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Émse

Belarus
BRIDAL | FORMAL WEAR
MAKSIM MAKHAVENKA
DEPUTY DIRECTOR

About
Émse brand dresses give their owners lightness,
comfort, grace and emphasize their success and
sophisticated taste.

MINSK

Our dresses are a combination of high quality and
unique design, which has been repeatedly
evaluated at international exhibitions and shows.
Émse stands for; excellent quality since 2012, only
quality materials, unique design, an individual
approach, variety, dresses for all occasions.

WWW.EMSE.BY

Assortment; light cocktail dresses, luxurious
wedding dresses and business attire.

+375 293 625 313

INFO@EMSE.BY
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Mirdada Grupp

Belarus
KIDS WEAR
YAUHENI BYCHKO
DIRECTOR
PAVEL RADIONOV
DIRECTOR (RU)

+375 (29) 725 09 97
CONTACT@MIRDADA.COM
BREST
WWW.MIRDADA.BY

About
Mirdada group LLC is a Belarusian European-style
sewing enterprise located in Brest and is
specialized in the production of modern highquality children's clothing made from natural
fabrics.
The company has been successfully competing in
the market since 2010. Using modern
technologies, components of famous brands, as
well as the skill of specialists. The company has
achieved a higher quality of finished products, for
which it received recognition and many positive
reviews from partners and customers.
In 2017, a representative office and logistics center
was opened for Russian customers in Smolensk,
Russia, the Mirdadarus company. This has
significantly reduced transportation costs and
delivery time for Russian customers.
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Panda

Belarus
LADIES WEAR
MIKALAI LASKOVICH
DEPUTY DIRECTOR DEVLOPMENT

+375 (29) 849- 95 95

ORLOVA.E@PANDA.BY
BREST
WWW.PANDA.BY
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About
Belarusian knitwear from the manufacturer
"Panda" is an ideal option for those who want to
purchase high-quality women's and children's
clothing. The company is one of the leaders in the
market of knitwear. They manage to take the
wishes of all its customers into account as well as
surprising each season with variety and novelty!
The quality of clothing will satisfy even the most
demanding customers and the design idea will
surprise them with originality and resourcefulness.
Each product is unique and looks great on the
figure. Dresses, suits and tunics from the Panda
brand look fashionable and not at all casual. Ideal
for a business meeting or at a social event.
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Vesnaletto

Belarus
LADIES WEAR
SVETLANA MALICH
DIRECTOR
+ 375 29 689 88 29

SVETLANAMALICH@MAIL.RU
MINSK
WWW.VESNALETTO.BY
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About
The Vesnaletto brand was founded in 2006. VL
clothing stands for luxury clothing available to
everyone.
For 13 years, Vesnaletto has been striving to do
everything in oder to make all women feel
beautiful, loved, desired, at all time regardless of
where she is: at work, at a business meeting, for a
walk with children, with a loved one, or romantic
date.
Vesnaletto is a company that produces modern,
stylish and youth clothes. Bright items, modern
fabrics, fashionable design and the latest trends in
fittings and finishes make the VL garments
recognizable and unique.
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Vladini

Belarus
LADIES WEAR
VARVARA SILIVESTRAVA
DIRECTOR
IVAN SILIVESTRAU
DIRECTOR | CO-OWNER
MIKITA SILIVESTRAU
MANAGER

+375 162 40 67 02
ADMIN@VLADINI.BY
MINSK
WWW. VLADINI.BY

About
Vladini was founded in 2007 and specializes in the
production of City Chic women's clothing. The
company produces two seasonal collections a year
– Spring and Summer and Fall, as well as a Limited
edition collection called Celebration.
Vladini values professionalism and works with a
highly qualified team. It has a corporate culture
based on lean manufacturing and a responsible
attitude at all stages: from development and
production of a garment, to implementation and
delivery to the customer.
Vladini is a place of femininity and elegance.
Luxury with the right cut and the right accessories
that will always be in style. In the spirit of the
unique Audrey Hepburn in “Breakfast at Tiffany”,
which embodies modern urban chic.
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Bell Bimbo

Belarus
KIDS WEAR
TATSIANA KOLAT
DIRECTOR
HANNA KOLAT
CREATIVE SPECIALIST
+375 29 1478555
KOLAT@BELLBIMBO.BY
VITEBSK
WWW.BELLBIMBO.BY
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About
We have been active since 1997. Since 2006, our
new factory in Vitebsk, with a total area of 4800
square meters, was put into operation. This
allowed us to significantly increase production
volumes.
For more than 20 years we have gained unique
experience in our business and can confidently
guarantee customers the safety and high quality of
our products. We carefully monitor every line,
seam and thread. We confirm our standards with
quality certificates for each type of our products
and of the raw materials from which they are
made. Only unique designer prints and luxurious
fabrics are used in our products.
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Blackberry

Belarus
LADIES | EVENING WEAR
OLGA DEYKO
ART DIRECTOR
VOLHA DEYKO
ART DIRECTOR
+ 375 (29) 627 99 811
OLGA.DEYKO@TUT.BY

About
Blackberry specializes in evening wear and casual
business wear for women.
With a wide range of products; from dresses, tops /
blouses, skirts and many more items.
Blackberry values personalized contact and offers
24/7 service on their website as well as fast
delivery throughout Belarus.

MINSK
WWW.BLACKBERRY24.BY
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Oval

Belarus
TEXTILE

About

DMITRY ALIKHANOV
DIRECTOR
MARIA ALIKHANOVA
EXPORT AGENT
+ 375 29 623 41 25
DIMA@OVAL.BY

Oval knitwear factory has been manufacturing
men’s, women’s and children’s knitted garments
as well as scarfs and hats over the past 10 years.
The company uses various STOLL flat-bad knitting
machines. In the production process, the cuttingedge hot pressing and washing this equipment is
broadly used. Oval closely works with a number of
reputable European yarn suppliers, mainly Italian.

MINSK
WWW.OVAL.BY
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The company also manufactures T-shirts and
Polo-shirts from textile fabrics.
We produce private-label to both large retailers as
well as small independent boutique shops.
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Morozov

Belarus
LADIES WEAR
ELIZAVETA MOROZOVA
COMERCIAL DIRECTOR
MIKALAI
MAROZAU
+3752972136414
MOROZOV@MOROZOV.COM
MINSK
WWW.MOROZOV.COM
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About
Fashion House Nickolia Morozov invites
companies for cooperation to open single-brand
boutiques and branded sections.
Since 1997, Nikolai Morozov annually produces
copyright collections of women's clothing. Which
are made using unique labor-intensive processes.
Only high quality materials and copyright prints
are used.
Morozov offers a wide range of items of designer
women’s clothing of the higher middle segment.
Small series of accessories all at reasonable prices
with a high level of service, an individual approach
are one of their unique features.
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Nova Line

Belarus
LADIES WEAR
GIENALDI PIPKO
DIRECTOR

+375 162 45 37 08
NOVALINE@MAIL.RU
BREST
WWW.NOVALINE.BY
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About
Most companies are focused on various target
audiences by age, size, and financial
capabilities. Nova Line has its own target
audience: women and girls who want to always
look great, be stylish regardless of whether they
are in the office, on a walk, in the theater or at a
fashion party.
Each collection is an extravaganza of flowers,
shapes and images. Moreover, they are all
harmoniously selected and do not require any
additional accessories and touches. In the
collections there are items for absolutely everyone
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Merri

Belarus
BRIDAL | EVENING
DRESSES

About

SHALASHEN DZMITRY

Wedding Dresses: Stylish wedding dresses. Merri
uses different combinations of fabrics and color
shades.

MANAGER
+ 375 296 911 733

VIP@MERRI.BY
GRODNO
WWW.MERRI.BY

Evening Dresses: For special occasions and festive
events for girls and women. The best design ideas,
a careful selection of colors and shades,
magnificent fabrics are used

Children’s dresses: Every girl dreams of being a
fairytale princess and each mother embodies her
childhood dreams in dresses for her daughter.
Natural materials, high quality and affordable
prices.
Wedding accessories: Merri offers a selection of
accessories for the wedding dress: veils, jewelry,
hairpieces, etc.
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Bonadi

Belarus
LADIES WEAR
ANASTASIYA PESTSIS
DIRECTOR
+ 375 29 778 50 65

About
Bonadi LLC is an enterprise that has been
producing knitted clothes for women for more
than 10 years. Because of the quality, convenience,
practicality and the latest fashion trends our
factory is one of the prominent representatives in
the knitwear market.

OFFICE.BONADI@MAIL.RU
GRODNO
WWW.BONADI.BY
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A wide variety of assortment with more than 1000
items allows you to satisfy the most sophisticated
taste: a business suit, evening attire, sports wear
and a diverse range of casual clothes for any
season.
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CONTACT US
CBI | Central Bureau for Promotion of Import
+31 886 024 300
Contact-us@cbi.eu
www.cbi.eu

EU4 Business
info@eu4business.eu
www.eu4business.eu

ITC | International Trade Centre
+41 227 300 111
info@intracen.org
www.Intracen.org

